PLAYING WITH OPPOSITES pdf
1: A Game of Opposites
Basic Trope: Two characters work well together because they're diametric opposites. Bob and Alice have extremely
similar tastes â€” but they hate each other's guts. Alternatively, Birds of a Feather. They're different and hate each
other's guts. Back to Opposites Attract. What's that? You say you.

Click here to download the Opposites File Folder Game for free! Opposite Game Brief Description: Print out
these pictures and glue them into a file folder. Then, cut out the other page and have your child velcro the
pictures onto the folder next to its opposite. Opposite Game Materials Needed: Paper to print this file
Adhesive Velcro such as dots or strips, can be found at walmart or craft stores Opposite Game Assembly
Instructions: Print out page 3 on regular printer paper. Make sure to leave space for the answers. Print page 5
on card stock or thicker printer paper. If desired, laminate this page for added protection. Cut out each square
and attach a piece of Velcro to the back of each one. Place Velcro pieces on the file folder where answers to
the questions should go. Use the game as described in the instructions on the following pages. This game is
designed as practice for children working on learning opposites. Show your child three or four possible
answers and have him pick the right one. Ask your child the question What is the opposite of hot? See if she
can come up with it on her own. When she does, hand her the answer and let her Velcro it on. Ask your child
the question without using any visuals put the folder away. You can work on these words at different levels as
well: Put all of the pictures on in the correct places. Is that hot or cold? Have your child come up with
something that matches the descriptor ex: Start with two-steps and work your way up. There are many great
vocabulary words in this game.
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2: Opposites Theme for Preschool
Kurt Beadell, Vibrant Table's Creative Director, explains how he takes two opposing vibes -- rustic and sophisticated -to create a gorgeous backdrop for a.

Giant Collage Materials Needed: Provide two very large pieces of newsprint. Label them "Large" and "Small".
Have tape and glue available. Provide Collage materials fabric, paper, misc. Encourage the children to glue or
tape items that are large and small to the appropriate papers. Also, be sure to encourage creativity--can they
make a LARGE item with the supplies perhaps gluing a bunch of paper into the shape of a large car?! The
Enormous Turnip Make a paper mache turnip! Mix water and flour and glue, dip newspaper strips and place
all over a large balloon. When dry, pop balloon and have children help paint. Pre-cut large circles 2 per child ,
wiggly eyes, glue, miscellaneous arts and crafts supplies, markers. The children glue wiggly eyes on each
circle and then draw a smile on one and a frown on another. Pre-print the smiles and frowns for the children to
trace if needed. The children decorate each face. Discuss with them things that make them happy or sad. Day
and Night Materials needed: White paper with a thick black line drawn down the middle from top to bottom.
Talk about the opposite of day and night. Encourage the children to draw a picture, or items, on the left that
they would see during the daytime sun, birds, etc. Opposite Textures Materials Needed: One egg carton for
each child, opposite texture items for each egg cup section such as cotton balls, sand paper, velvet, velcro,
corduroy, felt, feathers, etc. Discuss the textures and the opposites--rough, smooth, soft, hard, etc. Perhaps add
those small colored wooden cube blocks to your unit blocks for contrast in size this week! A 1 inch piece of
rope or yarn and a 7 foot piece of rope or yarn. Show the children the small piece of yarn. Tell them it is an
inch long. Ask them what kinds of things in our classroom are this small? Let them discuss and let them walk
around the room to find some to measure against the yarn! Now show the 7 foot piece of yarn. Tell them it is 7
feet long. Again, ask if there are anythings in our classroom that are this long perhaps the tables? Tell them
that some dinosaurs were even longer than this yarn! Act out the Actions Materials: Have cards with words
and pictures for the children to act out, such as: A big square and a small square. Show the children the cards
discuss them. Hand each child a card and have them find the friend who has the opposite of their card. You
may need to do this one child at a time at first before having the entire group do this at once. It will give them
more practice understanding each action. Write down actions on pieces of paper and place them in a box or
decorative bag. Each child has a turn reaching in the bag to choose an action for the group to act out. Clap
hands encourage them to clap fast then slow; with their hands high and then low Reach your arms-- up and
then down, right and then left Jump--fast and slow; high and low Make up many of them. Hot and Cold
Materials needed: Put velcro on the back. Give each child one card. Each child takes a turn placing their card
on the correct side of the board. Place the board in your library area for the children to continue the sorting on
their own or to make up their own stories using the pictures. Cooking with children helps develop their math
skills and helps them learn how to follow directions. It also allows for some great conversation! Ask many
questions while cooking with your children to encourage conversation! Be sure to ask specific Space theme
questions while making these fun snacks! Help them to identify sweet and sour. Add COLD whipped cream!
Oatmeal Pancakes Have the children help you to measure and mix the ingredients:
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3: Paradoxing: Playing with Opposites
A comparison of two antithetical or opposite thoughts can show a lot to the actor and audience alike. Two opposing
ideas in a line can show a the scope of thought in a characters mind. Hamlet in the above quotation is contemplating two
very serious ideas.

Prev Next Life seems to be filled with a play of opposites. The patterns of life display a never-ending rhythmic
dance of light and dark, peace and agitation, love and fear, coherence and chaos. We imagine that if we are
disciplined enough or use all the best manifestation techniques, we can somehow get rid of the shadow side of
the equation. You may be attached to holding onto the status quo in a family company that needs to go
through drastic changes to keep up with the market. You feel caught between the opposing forces of tradition
and the winds of change. A clash of right and left brain values keep things from moving forward in a
progressive way. When most people experience the conflicts of this dynamic, they try to minimize the conflict
by decreasing the polarity. We soften our grip on one end of our desire or need of the time, but in the process,
often relinquish some deep longing, such as fulfilling our vision or purpose. Maybe there is another way.
There can be great power in holding the dynamic tension of this play of opposites. Hold it long enough until it
resolves in a new, third field of life, that somehow embraces both opposites. It is as old as the sun. All the
great heroes who have gone before us have encountered the challenges of the play of opposites. Great epic
myths take us into this sacred world of archetypal depth where all these values are magnified in the extreme.
The Ramayana is a classic of world literature, and also one of the most well-known sacred stories of India and
Southeast Asia. The Ramayana is the story of a divine being or avatar, who comes to earth as a man â€” Rama
â€” to purify the world of the dark forces of ignorance. Along the way, Rama encounters an extraordinary play
of opposing forces â€”seemingly excruciatingly irreconcilable opposites â€” until his ultimate victory.
Cunningly, she now calls upon those boonsâ€”demanding that her own son be crowned and that Rama be
exiled to the forest for fourteen years. In this situation, we feel the tremendous pull of emotion of the tug
between heart and mind. How could Rama do this? Herein lies the secret of great epics such as the Ramayana.
This story is so vast, profound, and multi-layered that it contains virtually every dynamic of relationships and
their unfolding pull between heart and mind. As we follow its epic journey, we explore every swing of
emotion â€” â€” from the depths of despair to supreme ecstasy and everything in between. Again and again we
encounter its apparently irreconcilable values, and we shake until we must transcend to a deeper level of
synthesis, which embraces the opposites in a new way. Our consciousness expands exponentially in the
process. Evolution proceeds through this play of opposites. It is simply one value emerging. Then its opposite
value appearsâ€¦and then transcendence. This is the actual mechanics by which we grow in life. That is why
the heroic quests such as the Ramayana are such profound teaching vehicles for life. By following this lila on
the magnified, mythic level of Ramayana, we train our consciousness to embrace, rather than resist, this
exquisite play within our own life. Remember to be steady in your Self the next time you are confronted by
the challenging illusion of opposing forces. By embracing this, you can transcend into a deeper fullness that
somehow encompasses both. Inside That we find the the real field of victory!
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4: Opposite Game - Speech And Language Kids
Playing with opposites (Pinwheel books) [Iris Grender] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Simple games and activities introduce the concept of opposites.

Create New Basic Trope: Alex Wiseman, consummate Mad Scientist , creates a female clone of himself
named Alice to become his right-hand woman and future successor. Alex creates dozens of female clones of
himself to work as his lab assistants and personal bodyguard squad. Alex was aiming to create a perfect
duplicate of himself on the beginning. But the first clones based on male test subjects started to deteriorate
really fast, both on health and intellect, rendering them useless for his purpose. Alex is female-to-male
Transgender or even just a very convincing Crossdresser , and when he clones himself, that clone therefore
reflects his genetics. Alex wants a counterpart, but he knows that two people looking exactly the same would
be confusing. Alex first made a male clone of himself - Alan - that he raised as a son. Alice has the phenotype
of a female, but no vagina nor identifies as female. But then her male genitalia dissolve and she becomes a girl
again. Alice turns to be a diabeetus inducing Kawaiiko of epic proportions, for some reason. Alex creates an
Opposite Sex Clone of himself named Alice, who eventually grows male genitalia and becomes a
hermaphrodite, then loses her female organs and becomes a man, then regrows her female organs becoming a
hermaphrodite again, then she loses her male organs and becomes a regular female again. Alternatively, Alice
grow up, become a female mad scientist, an makes and Opposite Sex Clone of herself, which then does the
same thing, and so on Fanservice to provide fetish material. Well, I guess this comes close enough. Alex is an
insufferable narcissist who thinks the only person worthy of him would be his female mirror image. Then he
comes up with the technology to create opposite sex duplicates, and he gets an idea Alice is very spiteful about
Alex. Therefor, she goes around impersonating him, claiming that "he" was always transgender in order to
confuse people and threaten ruining his reputation. Even after finding out about the disadvantages of the male
clones when compared to the female ones, Alex decides to continue researching to create a perfect clone of
himself; anything else would be unacceptable for him. So this is your duplicate. Do you think I could have one
myself? Why would you want a female clone? Having some action with myself. Get out of my sight before I
kill you! This whole deal with the opposite gender clones actually makes me wonder how would it be to have
one myself. It would be freaky, but also kinda cool. But you already use dresses all the time! Despite being an
almost perfect duplicate of Alex, Alice turns to be a rather different person when compared to the original. To
avoid the previously described scenario, Alex transfers his personality and memories into Alice. However,
even when fully aware of his decision and plans, the clone starts to develop serious psychological issues
related to her new physiology. Despite the fact that it is impossible for Alice to become his mirror image, Alex
remains firm on his decision to turn her into his successor, so he starts raising her as if she were his beloved
daughter. After facing her existential crisis, Alice decides to move on and face her new life as woman with the
best disposition. Alice, completely excited and wowed by her body, regularly behaves crudely such as
examining herself and teasing men. Yet if she tries to keep this fact hidden, any guys she has sex with react
horrified.
5: Play Antonyms - Opposite of Play
Get this from a library! Playing with opposites. [Iris Grender; Geoffrey Butcher] -- Simple games and activities introduce
the concept of opposites.

6: The Epic Play of Opposites, Playing Out in Our Lives | New Mavericks
Playing with opposites is an App, which makes it fun to look for words that are opposites. By doing the games in the app
you practice finding words that are opposites which stimulates and enhances your vocabulary.
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7: Opposite-Sex Clone / Playing With - TV Tropes
Teaching kids opposite words like wet-dry, left-right, up-down is great for vocabulary development. This free printable
game is a fun way to make learning opposite words fun for kids. Just print, cut and play.

8: Opposites Attract/Playing With | All The Tropes Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
A Game of Opposites is a simple and playful tool for helping young children build language skills. Each page shows a
picture and a word. Each page shows a picture and a word. Invite children to name a word that means the opposite.

9: Match the Opposite Pictures Game | Game | www.enganchecubano.com
Matching Opposite Game: This game is designed as practice for children working on learning opposites. Show your
child one picture on the folder and help him find the correct answer based on the level your child is working at.
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